Residential Temporary or Conditional Power

Please complete the following check list prior to scheduling the associated inspection.

Temporary Power

1) Approved rough in inspections.
2) Approved insulation inspection.
3) Completed service panel with grounding.
4) Completed sub panel. (When applicable).
5) All conductors must be terminated at the appliance, fixture, or receptacle location.  
   (Wire nuts only is sufficient)
6) No additional charge for this inspection.

Conditional Power

1) Conditional power form completed.
2) Approved rough in inspections.
3) Service panel grounding complete.
4) Only conductors to be energized can be identified at the panel.
5) All conductors to be energized must be identified at the panel, circuit breaker installed  
   and terminated with an appliance disconnect, fixture box or receptacle box. (Wire nuts  
   only are not sufficient)
6) All conductors that will no be energized initially will be terminated with wire nuts in  
   the service panel.
7) There is an additional $100.00 fee for this inspection.